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In this respect, I would like to present my 
sincere appreciation to the Member States’ 
agencies for their reliance and enthusiasm, as 
well as my thanks to the Liaison Officers and 
Center's staff for their dedicated work. 

During this period of transformation and 
maturation, SELEC will continue to rely on its 
inheritance from the former SECI Center. 

In this context, I would also like to emphasize 
that most of the observers and partners of 
former SECI Center have joined in SELEC 
partnership circle as well, as either observers or 
in-process operational partners, and Public 
Security Department of the Interior Ministry of 
the Italian Republic of which process has been 
completed has become the first Operational 
Partner to SELEC.

Within this circle of multinational cooperation, 
I wish another fruitful year and an overall 
future for SELEC.

SELEC will maintain the priority of supporting 
Member States' agencies in their regional 
multinational work, being sure that it will 
continue to enjoy the ownership support of its 
Member States as has always been.  

In 2013, SELEC continued to facilitate the 
regional law enforcement cooperation among 
the agencies of its Member States in their 
struggle against organized criminality, in 
facilitation of exchanging criminal data and 
intelligence, conducting joint investigations 
and operations of several forms, as well as of 
the other side of the work on strategic and 
periodic level.

Outcomes of our activities are certainly a 
reflection of the hard work and dedication of 
the Police and Customs Liaison Officers 
working to the Center, achieved through 
extremely humble budgetary possibilities. 

ndIn 2013, we celebrated the 2  Anniversary Day 
of the Southeast European Law Enforcement 
Center. I think we can humbly be proud of our 
satisfactory outcomes and accomplishments in 
face of many challenges. 



Director for Operations
Cristian DUŢĂ
Director for Operations
Cristian DUŢĂ
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Only the common efforts of responsible law 
enforcement authorities would effectively 
contribute to diminish the damages caused by 
the trans-border criminality in this region.

An important milestone of 2013 was the 
Conference on best practices in combating 
illicit trade of tobacco products, organized in 

nd rd
Republic of Croatia on 22 -23  of October 
under the auspices of SELEC and JTI (Japan 
Tobacco International), bringing together 50 
prominent experts from SELEC Member States. 

In the fight against trans-border organized 
crime, the law enforcement actors at all levels 
face very well organized, corrupt and 
dangerous criminals. Everyone, from the 
citizens to the authorities, wants to see success 
in this difficult battle.

Therefore, SELEC is the most effective law 
enforcement platform, which provides many 
opportunities for cooperation and exchanges 
of information in real time enabling Police and 
Customs authorities with greater efficiency in 
the daily operations.   

SELEC will continue to upgrade its operational 
capabilities and to support the Member States 
in successfully conducting joint investigations 
and providing strategic analysis in order to 
prevent and reduce all types of criminal 
activities in Southeast Europe, including the 
terrorism.

In 2013, the activity of the Operational 
Directorate has been continuously improved 
and developed, with a number of successful 
joint investigations resulting in numerous 
arrests of perpetrators and disruption of 
organized crime groups. 
The cases awarded by SELEC in 2013, such as 
“Tirana” on drug trafficking, “South” and 
“Eszek/Kastel” in the field of the migrants 
smuggling, or “La Piovra del Patron“ in the field 
of cigarettes production and smuggling, money 
laundering, fraud etc. represented a natural 
recognition of the efforts made by the relevant 
authorities of the Member States, using SELEC 
channels. 
At the same time, in 2013, despite the inherent 
difficulties of the transition process, we 
managed to organize successful meetings in 
the framework of all our Task Forces.

The participants in these meetings emphasized 
the importance of increasing the international 
cooperation, including public and private 
sectors, for preventing and combating trans-
border criminality. 



Director for Legal and Internal Affairs
Snejana MALEEVA
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In order to ensure the proper and efficient 
performance of SELEC's tasks and functions, 
the Legal and Internal Directorate continued in 
2013 the process of developing the necessary 
secondary legislation, as well as the legal 
framework for international cooperation, 
having in mind the key role played by our 
Directorate in the framework of the 
organization. 

In this regard, we have to mention the 
importance of adopting the Operational Rules 
and Procedures that further improved and 
facilitated the operational activities carried out 
under SELEC's coordination and support.

Among the secondary legislation drafted, the 
amendments to the Rules of Procedure of the 
Council were elaborated in order to smooth the 
process of becoming an Observer or 
Operational Partner to SELEC. 

SELEC offers through internship programme 
the opportunity for students and/or graduates 
to have an inside view of its activities and best 
practices. The developed Internship Rules 
enables SELEC to successfully implement this 
programme.
SELEC continued to develop cooperation with 
different states, international organizations 
and bodies, aiming to explore the great 
benefits of mutual cooperation in the law 
enforcement  area. 
In this context, it is worth pointing out that the 
Legal and Internal Directorate played a crucial 
role in exploiting all these cooperation 
opportunities and underpinning them by 
various international legal documents, such as 
Agreements, Memoranda of Understanding, 
Letters of Intent etc.

SEEPAG, the judicial network functioning under 
SELEC auspices, has continued its mission to 
enhance cooperation and coordination among 
national investigating and prosecuting 
authorities of SELEC Member States, as well as 
to offer a platform for best practices exchanges 
and discussions on judicial cooperation in 
criminal matters and to provide valuable 
assistance and operational support to SELEC for 
combating all types of trans-border crimes in 
the region.



MISSION 

12 MEMBER STATES

Republic of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republic of Bulgaria, Republic of Croatia, the Former Yugoslav 

Republic of Macedonia, Hellenic Republic, Hungary, Republic of Moldova, Montenegro, Romania, Republic 

of Serbia and Republic of Turkey.

SELEC's mission, within the framework of cooperation among competent authorities, is to provide support 

for Member States and enhance coordination in preventing and combating crime, including serious and 

organized crime, where such crime involves or appears to involve an element of trans-border activity.

2. At a Glance
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th 7
 SELEC Anniversary Day

of October -

Anniversary

OBSERVERS AND OPERATIONAL PARTNERS

th th On the occasion of its 7  Meeting held on 14 of November 2013 in Bucharest/Romania, the SELEC Council 
granted the Operational Partner status to the Italian Republic, which has become the first Operational 
Partner of SELEC.

The Convention of the Southeast
 European Law Enforcement Center was 

th signed on 9 of December 2009
 at Bucharest/ Romania.

Signing



The following countries and international organizations applied for Operational Partner status and 
presently the cooperation agreement is under negotiation:
  ü CARICC – Central Asian Regional Information and Coordination Centre
  ü International Criminal Police Organization - INTERPOL 
  ü Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
  ü United States of America

Currently, the following countries and international organizations and bodies officially confirmed their 
willingness to continue the cooperation with SELEC as Observers:
  ü Republic of Austria 
  ü Kingdom of Belgium
  ü EUBAM – EU Border Assistance Mission to Moldova and Ukraine 
ü Georgia 
ü Federal Republic of Germany 
ü State of Israel 
ü Japan
ü The Netherlands 
ü Kingdom of Spain 
ü Ukraine 
ü United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
ü UNMIK
ü UNODC – United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
ü WCO – World Customs Organization

HOW IS SELEC MANAGED

The Council is the supreme decision-making body of SELEC and consists of high level representatives 
designated by each Member State. Each country has one vote in the decision-making process. 

The Council elects the SELEC Management, in accordance with the terms and conditions established in the 
SELEC Convention. 
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Management

SELEC is headed by the Director General
 who acts as its chief executive officer

 and legal representative. The Director General is assisted 
by two Directors, namely the Director for Operations 

and the Director for Legal and Internal Affairs. 



3. Who We Are

SELEC - A STEP FORWARD

ndThe 2  Anniversary Day of the Southeast European Law Enforcement Center (SELEC) was celebrated 
October 2013. Two years ago, on this special day, SELEC Convention entered into force and a renewed 
dynamic and more efficient law enforcement organization was set up.

SELEC inherited the success of SECI Center – more than 12 years of operational activities, joint 
investigations, meetings, workshops and strategic analysis covering the most sensitive trans-border 
criminal fields in the Southeast European region. Throughout this period, the intensive exchange of 
information through the Liaison Officers and Center's communication channels successfully supported the 
efforts of the law enforcement agencies in the Member States.

SELEC maintains flexibility and operational effectiveness of the former SECI Center. Under the new 
Convention, SELEC possesses an international legal personality together with the authority to define and 
sustain cooperation with other major international law enforcement organizations.

The new Convention provides for SELEC to: 

thon 7  of 
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Coordinate regional operations and support investigations and crime prevention activities of the 
Member States in trans-border cases;
Provide the Member States with the opportunity to exchange information and criminal intelligence and 
offer operational assistance in a quick and timely manner;
Collect, collate, analyze, process and disseminate information and criminal intelligence;
Produce strategic analysis and threat assessments related to its objective;
Establish, operate and maintain a computerized information system, which implies also to ensure the 
protection of personal data.

n

n

n

n

n



ADVANTAGES OF SELEC: 

     UNIQUENESS 

     COOPERATION

     EFFICIENCY

     EFFECTIVENESS

     EXPERTISE

     SECURITY

     UNIQUENESS 

     COOPERATION

     EFFICIENCY

     EFFECTIVENESS

     EXPERTISE

     SECURITY

ü SELEC is the only international law enforcement organization which brings together Police and Customs 
authorities. 
ü In order to obtain greater efficiency and optimization of its investigative activities, SELEC takes advantage 
of prosecutorial involvement and assistance for its operations through the Southeast European Prosecutors 
Advisory Group (SEEPAG).  

ü SELEC is a unique venue for the Member States to cooperate and exchange law enforcement related 
information and criminal intelligence. 
ü SELEC is a successful link between the law enforcement agencies of its Member States, which include 
both EU and non-EU countries, and also its Observers and Operational Partners, many of them being major 
international and regional organizations.
   

ü SELEC gathers the resources of the 12 Member States for the purpose of dismantling organized crime 
groups and trans-border networks.  
ü The Liaison Officers posted by Member States meet each day in a secure and modern office atop the 
second largest building in the world to work with one another in a collaborative and collegial law 
enforcement environment.
ü The Convention of SELEC ensures that the necessary legal framework is in place for all types of 
cooperation in the law enforcement arena.

ü SELEC has flexible working methods, such as daily information and intelligence exchanges. 
ü SELEC Task Forces speed up the investigation process. 
ü Statistics show that the real time information exchange mechanism of SELEC provides a choice which is 
highly faster than bilateral channels.

ü SELEC is the most cost effective investment and the best governmental response in exchanging criminal 
intelligence, conducting joint investigations and operations, providing full analytical support along with its 
coordination capacity through its organization of regional operations, trainings, workshops and 
multinational meetings.

ü SELEC maintains a secure communication network. Its communication channel is fast, highly encrypted, 
and cost-effective. 

11
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4. How the Center Works

* Under the new SELEC, the Observer status shall not grant the right to participate in
   operational activities and to exchange personal or classified data

12

INFORMATION FLOW
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SELEC provides the proper legal framework for all types of cooperation in the law enforcement area:

Exchange of information on daily basis and in real time
Joint investigations
Regional operations

HOW THE CENTER WORKS

The Center provides a unique venue for the Member States to exchange law enforcement related 
information and criminal intelligence and offers operational assistance in a quick and timely manner.
SELEC coordinates multinational investigations and operations in the Southeast European region, putting 
together the resources of all Member States in order to dismantle organized crime networks.

The Member States appoint Liaison Officers from Police and Customs authorities who currently serve 
together in Bucharest at the SELEC Headquarters. These Liaison Officers meet and work together every day 
to develop investigative activity in a secure environment.

The Liaison Officers are supported by the National Focal Points established in each Member State. The 
Liaison Officers stay in a permanent contact with the National Focal Points' representatives and all 
competent national authorities of the Member States, in order to fulfill their specific tasks and ensure a 
competitive and productive level of cooperation.

The method is:
ü Requests for regional assistance are sent to the Center from the individual country through its Liaison    

Officers;
ü  The Liaison Officers then disseminate it to the appropriate country Liaison Officers;
ü  The responses to the requests are forwarded by the involved Liaison Officers to the origin country;
ü The information exchange with the Observers and Operational Partners is done through their accredited       

Liaison Officers.

The SELEC Management, supported by the staff, is responsible for keeping the organization going.

In addition, SELEC has developed vast analytical capabilities, issuing analysis and reports on specific areas of 
organized crime.

SELEC's operational activities are conducted within the frames of eight Task Forces addressing issues of drugs 
and human beings trafficking, stolen vehicles, smuggling and customs fraud, financial and computer crimes, 
terrorism, container security and environment and nature related crimes.

SELEC builds operational capacity in the ranks of Police and Customs Officers by sponsoring and hosting 
specialized trainings and workshops available to all Member States' law enforcement representatives. 

 .
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5. Operational Activities



Operational Outcomes Comment

Exchanges of Information 
14,654  exchanges of information 

Operational Activity Plans and Reports
3 delivered to time

Strategic Reports
1 delivered

Task Force Meetings
7 organized

Operational Plans
4 delivered to time

Joint Investigations
58 supported

Situation Reports
6 delivered to time

compared to 16,722 in 2012

against a target of 3

against a target of 1

against a revised target of 7

69 supported in 2012

against a revised target of 6

against a target of 4

Evaluation Reports
7 delivered to time

against a target of 7

2002

3

2003

6

2004

6

2005

4

2006

3

2007

7

2008

2

2009

3

2010

1

2011

5

2012

6

2001

1

2013

5

OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES

st
All operational performance targets have been achieved as of 31  of December 2013. The operational 
support of all Member States and partners was maintained at a high level during the year.

The operational activities of SELEC during 2013 were conducted based on the Annual Action and Working 
th th

Plan for 2013, approved at the 6  Meeting of the Council held on 28  of May 2013, in Bucharest/ Romania.

Regional Operations
5 implemented

against a target of 5

15

Regional Operations
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6. Information Exchanges

EVOLUTION OF 

OPERATIONAL RESULTS 

4 6 6
12 12

22 23

39 39
44

60
69

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012   2013 

315 608
1642 1964

4053

5953

7583
9196

10353
10809

11320

16722

Exchanges of information

Joint investigations

14654

58
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Topics of Daily Exchanges 

In 2013, most of requests shared through SELEC channels were on drug trafficking (389), economic and 
financial crimes (230), smuggling and customs fraud (223), and human trafficking and illegal migration 
(184). The most initiated information was on drug trafficking (414), smuggling and customs fraud (288), 
followed by human trafficking and illegal migration (121) and economic and financial crimes (63). 

Overall, there were 14,654 exchanges of requests and information disseminated in the framework of SELEC 
during 2013. The daily exchange process among the Member States accounted for 13,092 requests and 
information exchanges, while the exchanges with Partners for 1,105.
 
In addition, there were 457 warning, feedback and seizure messages shared during the five Regional 
Operations carried out in the analyzed period, namely: "TROJAN HORSE III" targeting smuggling and 
distribution of counterfeit and pirated goods in Southeast Europe, "BLACK PEARL III" focused on petrol 
products smuggling in the region, "ORION II" aiming illegal hunting and trafficking of endangered and 
protected species, "LEASE CAR II" on illicit trafficking of vehicles and "MIRAGE 2013" focused on illegal 
migration and smuggling of migrants.  

Comparative Total  Exchanges 

Exchanges of Requests and Information 2011

Among Members (Daily Exchanges) 9,372

1,067

11,320

Between Members and Partners (Daily
Exchanges) 881

2010

9,760

378

10,809

671

Total

2012

14,641

792

16,722

1,289

For the purpose of this report, the term “request” means an assistance request asking a foreign law enforcement agency for 
support of any type (e.g. asking to provide information), and it always needs an answer in order to be considered completed. The 
term “information” means any type of data, information or intelligence which is sent voluntarily to a foreign law enforcement 
agency, in general not asking explicitly for any answer (e.g. seizure notifications). Seizure notifications are included in the category 
of „information” in all cases, irrespective of the case when feedback was required from the addressees.

In terms of completion of requests, 927 (76% out of the total of 1,219 received requests) were completed 
during 2013, while 292 requests (24%) remained unsolved till the end of the period. The Police authorities 
answered to 78% of the addressed requests, while the Customs authorities responded to 69%.

The overall picture of the answered requests by terms of completion is as follows:  
-  85% (787 requests) were completed in less than 30 days
-  15% (140 requests) were completed in more than 30 days

In comparison with previous year, it was noted an improvement in the time of completion, in 2012 being 
solved 75% (635 requests)  in less than 30 days and 25% (212 requests) in more than 30 days.  

During Regional Operations

17

2013

13,092

457

14,654

1,105
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7. Task Forces



2013

Anti-Drug

THB and Migrant Smuggling

Stolen Vehicles
Financial and Computer Crimes

Anti-Terrorism
Container Security

Environment and Nature Related Crimes
OCTA-SEE
Trainings

NFPs upgrading

General Issues

42
16

7

8

6
1
2
1
-
-

28

120

International Activities

Anti-Fraud and Anti-Smuggling 9

2012

24
12

5

11

8
3
1
3
4
1

40

119

7

In accordance with the SELEC Task Force Rules and Procedures, the Task Forces are hubs of specialized 
counter crime methodologies and good practices, coordinated by one or more Member States, under 
the supervision and support of SELEC Operational Directorate, focusing on combating trans-border 
crime. 
In order to enhance the communication among the Task Forces, a team consisting of all Task Forces 
Managers was set up with the purpose to coordinate, synchronize, update, establish priorities and 
prepare the schedule of the Task Forces operational activities. 

International Activities
Topics

Total

19

TASK 
FORCES

Task Force Mirage on Countering 
Trafficking in Human Beings

and Illegal Migration

Anti-Drug Trafficking
Task Force

Financial and Computer
 Crimes Task Force

Stolen Vehicles 
Task Force

 Anti-Fraud and Anti-Smuggling 
Task Force

Anti-Terrorism Task Force Container Security Task Force
Environment and Nature Related 

Crimes Task Force

TASK 
FORCES

SELEC Management, Liaison Officers and Staff, as well as Member States' representatives 
participated in 120 international meetings during 2013. The majority of these activities were Task 
Forces meetings (attended by the national experts from the countries), meetings for coordination of 
joint investigations, as well as various international meetings attended by SELEC Management, Task 
Forces Managers, Liaison Officers or Staff. The breakdown of activities by different fields is presented 
in the table below. 



Established: May 2000
Coordinator: Romania
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8. Task Force Mirage on Countering Trafficking
     in Human Beings and Illegal Migration

A total number of 305 requests and information were initiated among countries in the framework of 
the Task Force Mirage. 

In 2013, SELEC was involved in the coordination of 13 joint investigations in this field and managed to 
organize and financially support 16 meetings, out of which: 1 annual task force meeting, 10 
operational meetings, dedicated to ongoing joint investigations within Southeast European region, as 
well as participating in 5 international meetings on trafficking in human beings and migrants 
smuggling related topics.

th thThe 20  Meeting of Task Force Mirage was held in Bucharest, Romania on 25  of June 2013. 
Representatives from the SELEC Member States and partner countries and organizations (EUBAM, 
French Republic, the Netherlands, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United 
States of America) attended the meeting. 
The 2012 Report on Human Trafficking and Smuggling of Migrants in Southeast Europe was presented 
during the meeting. The participants agreed to organize in autumn 2013 a one-time regional 
interdiction operation countering illegal migration – Operation MIRAGE. 
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In relation to involvement in the activities carried out at international level, SELEC was represented at the 
following events: Conference on Victims of Child Trafficking – Our Responsibility within “VICTOR” Project, 
organized by the Greek NGO “The Smile of the Child”; Final Conference of the “Parliamentarians Against 
Human Trafficking” Project organized with the support of the Prevention and Fight against Crime Program of 
the EU and European Commission - Directorate General Home Affairs; Meeting of the Heads of Local Offices 
for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings organized by the Romanian Police etc.

Key findings of the 2012 Report on Human Trafficking and Smuggling 
of Migrants in Southeast Europe

· 2,282 victims were reported in 2012, which represents a slight increase compared to 2,223 identified in 
2011; this keeps  the situation in the last three years quite stable overall.

· Persons investigated for human trafficking decreased overall comparing to 2011.  

· Adult victims were three times more than minors; in 2012 the trend of minor victims appeared on 
increase and their proportion comparing to adults reflected the same increase.

· The overall domestic traffic increased 35% in 2012 being more closed to the number of victims from 
countries in the region trafficked internationally.

· Foreign victims exploited overall in SELEC countries of identification continued to register a decrease 
(24% as by 2011), making the region appearing less appealing as destination area for foreign victims, 
including those from other SELEC Member States internationally trafficked.

· Nationals of SELEC Member States internationally exploited continued the decreasing trend (10% 
comparing to 2011).

· As overall picture, minors from SELEC Member States domestically exploite on increasing trend
rather than internationally, while in case of adults the international trafficking largely exceeded the 
domestic one.
· Sexual exploitation, forced labor and exploitation for committing street crimes were the main 
exploitation areas for victims from the region; nevertheless, in the region were also identified cases of child 
pornography, forced marriage, pregnant women for selling new born babies and one attempt of trafficking 
for organs and tissues. 

· The number of detections of illegal migrants decreased slightly in 2012, keeping the overall decreasing 
trend in the last years. 

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.  

f.   

f.

f.
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Operation MIRAGE 2013
 
The main aims of the Operation MIRAGE 2013 were:
c to encourage and support the exchange of information and intelligence 

between participating countries in relation to traffickers, migrants, 
transporters, new routes, new modus operandi etc. in order to tackle 
smuggling of migrants and illegal migration in the involved countries 
targeting the organizers, accomplices and companies; 

c to build up and strengthen a regional joint mechanism to investigate 
cases of smuggling of migrants and illegal migration; 

c to exercise the SELEC regional information exchange mechanism with a 
view to improving its speed and specialization toward smuggling of 
migrants and illegal migration issues.

The region-wide one-time Operation MIRAGE 2013 was carried out for a 
th stperiod of 7 days, during 14  – 21  of October 2013, and the law enforcement 

authorities from 10 SELEC Member States took part in the operation (Republic of Albania, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Republic of Bulgaria, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Hungary, Republic of Moldova, 
Montenegro, Romania, Republic of Serbia and Republic of Turkey). 
The joint investigation RADIO was started as a result of information and intelligence exchanged during this 
operation.

Joint Investigations

A total number of 13 joint investigations were supported by SELEC under the umbrella of the Task Force 
Mirage.

Joint investigation SOUTH/KADIN was a case in the field of migrants smuggling developed by Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and Republic of Croatia. The operation was initiated in 2013 targeting organized crime group 
dealing with smuggling of migrants from Kosovo* and Republic of Turkey through Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and Republic of Croatia to Republic of Slovenia and further to Western European countries.  
Two operational meetings were supported by SELEC. The case succeeded with the arrest of 38 persons in 
both countries, including the organizer, and seizure of 35 mobile phone devices with SIM cards, other 30 SIM 
cards, 1 boat engine and ammunition, as well as documents to be used as evidence. 
This joint investigation was awarded a second prize for the first semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual Awards 
Committee.

.

.

.

Joint investigation HIT started in December 2012, between the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and 
Republic of Serbia, targeting organized crime group dealing with smuggling of migrants coming from Middle 
East and African countries through Hellenic Republic - Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia – Republic of 
Serbia on the route to Western Europe. 
One operational meeting was supported by SELEC. The operation led to the arrest of 20 persons in the 
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, seizure of 10 cars, one truck, mobile phones and other material 
evidence, and identification of 35 illegal migrants.
This joint investigation was awarded a third prize for the first semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual Awards 
Committee.

*This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/1999 and ICJ Advisory opinion on the Kosovo 
declaration of independence.
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Joint investigation EL DORADO was successfully finalized by Craiova Brigade within the Romanian 
Directorate for Countering Organized Criminality with the support of FBI (through SELEC) and DHS-ICE, 
Vienna Office. The operation was initiated in 2012 targeting suspects that recruited, guided and supported 
very large number of migrants to reach USA territory, passing the USA-Mexico green border. 
Four operational meetings were supported by SELEC. The case succeeded with the identification of 293 
illegal migrants, most of them belonging to Rroma ethnic group. 
At the same time, 20 offenders were identified and investigated, 4 suspects arrested, 2 arrest warrants 
issued for fugitives and alternative restrictive measures taken against 2 suspects. Goods purchased with 
proceeds of crime were seized - 5 kg gold jewelries, 8,000 EUR, a stolen car Land Rover Jeep, 2 cars BMW, two 
stretches of land and two houses. 

Joint investigation RADIO developed by Hungary and Republic of Serbia started in 2013 targeting an 
organized crime group dealing with man smuggling from the territory of Kosovo*, Syria and other African 
and Asian countries to Hungary, through the green border, and further to other EU countries. The 
investigation was initiated during preoperational phase of Operation MIRAGE 2013. 
One operational meeting was supported by SELEC. The case succeeded with the arrest of 15 persons in both 
countries, who smuggled more than 40 migrants in at least 8 occasions, and seizure of passenger cars, 
money and communication means in Republic of Serbia, where parallel financial investigation was initiated. 
This joint investigation was awarded a second prize for the second semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual 
Awards Committee.

Joint investigation ESZÉK/KASTEL was initiated in October 2012 
and involved Republic of Croatia and Hungary, targeting an 
organized crime group dealing with the facilitation of illegal 
migration along the Hungarian and Croatian border. During 
November 2012 and January 2013 the organized crime group 
recruited, transported and accommodated Turkish citizens of 
Kurdish ethnicity, who paid between 700-800 EUR for reaching 
Republic of Austria or Italian Republic. The exchange of 
information was facilitated by SELEC from the beginning of the 
investigation. 
One operational meeting was supported by SELEC. The case 
succeeded with dismantling of the organized crime group and 
the arrest of 8 persons. It could be established that in the 
mentioned period of time more than 55 illegal migrants were 
smuggled in at least 13 occasions. 
This joint investigation was awarded a second prize for the first semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual Awards 
Committee.

*This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/1999 and ICJ Advisory opinion on the Kosovo 
declaration of independence.



Established: July 2000
Coordinator: Republic of Bulgaria
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9. Anti-Drug Trafficking Task Force
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Total of 803 requests and information (including drug seizure notifications, requiring feedback verifications) 
were initiated and exchanged in 2013 among SELEC Member States and partners (countries and 
organizations) in the framework of the Anti-Drug Trafficking Task Force (ADT TF).

In 2013, SELEC was involved in the coordination of 23 joint investigations and managed to organize or 
support participation in 42 meetings, out of which: 1 annual ADT TF meeting; 1 Workshop on Cross-Border 
Deployment of Undercover Officers and Informants; 1 Expert Meeting on Role Playing Exercise within the 
Project on Cross-Border Deployment of Undercover Officers and Informants; 21 operational meetings, 
dedicated to ongoing joint investigations within Southeast European region, 10 supporting meetings 
related to the Project on Cross-Border Deployment of Undercover Officers and Informants, as well as 
participating in 8 international meetings on drug-related topics, organized by Paris Pact Secretariat, UNODC, 
DEA etc.

th st 
The 19  Anti-Drug Trafficking Task Force meeting was held at SELEC premises in Bucharest, Romania on 21 - 

nd
22  of May 2013. The meeting was attended by a total of 65 representatives of SELEC Member States and 
partners (countries and organizations – Kingdom of Belgium, CARICC, EUBAM, French Republic, Federal 
Republic of Germany, INTERPOL, Italian Republic, the Netherlands, PCC SEE, United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, UNODC, United States of America, ILECUs and EU Project - Heroin Route II). 
The 2012 Report on drug seizures in South Eastern Europe was presented during this meeting.

The Project on Cross-Border Deployment of Undercover Officers and Informants

Upon initiative of Bulgarian authorities and with the US EUCOM financial support, SELEC developed and 
implemented starting 2013 a Project on Cross-Border Deployment of Undercover Officers and Informants. 
The purpose of the project was to create an interactive network of respective units in the Member States, 
providing practical trainings exercises and having regional workshops that brought experts together to 
discuss practical issues, to share best practices and understand each country's specificities in the field. 
The project had three main parts: creating a legend for undercover officers abroad, a role playing exercise 
and drafting of a manual.
The main aims considered when building the legends were to learn the national specificities of respective 
countries, to know and to study the criminal situation in the country. 
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The regional scenario for role playing exercise aimed at understanding each other's legislation, to see the 
ability of the Undercover Officers  to act in other countries, the efficiency of surveillance teams etc.
As a tangible result of the project, a Manual on Cross-Border Deployment of Undercover Officers and 
Informants was developed. The manual describes the legislation regulating deployment of undercover 
officers and informants at national and international level in each SELEC Member State, the competent 
authorities involved in authorization and implementation of these measures, proceedings for requesting 
such measures to a foreign law enforcement agency, information on each country's experience and contact 
details of relevant competent authorities. Taking into consideration the future changes in relation to 
legislation and re-organization of units, the manual is a dynamic document which will be updated on annual 
basis.
The Project ended in March 2014, but the main activities were carried out in 2013.

SELEC, US Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and European Command (EUCOM) jointly organized a 
th th

course on 16 - 20  of September 2013, in Bucharest, Romania at SELEC premises. About 40 experts from 
Republic of Azerbaijan, Republic of Bulgaria, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Georgia, Hellenic 
Republic, Romania and Republic of Turkey attended the DEA Unit Commander Course and gained 
experience and developed their skills in the anti-drug trafficking field. The course addressed topics such as 
regional trafficking trends, drug case management, leadership, smuggling and concealment techniques, 
managing undercover operations, managing confidential sources, officer safety and survival, operational 
planning etc.

Related to the involvement in activities carried out at international level, SELEC was represented at: Tri-fold 
nd

Paris Pact Expert Working Group organized by Paris Pact Secretariat; 2  Regional Symposium on Narcotic 
Control and Information Exchange organized by the Ministry of Interior of Saudi Arabia in cooperation with 

rd 
UNODC; 3 Meeting of the informal discussion/ working group on heroin and acetic anhydride trafficking to/ 
from Europe organized by UNODC; Inter-Agency Meeting on “Networking the Networks” organized by 
UNODC.



Findings of the 2012 Report on drug seizures in South Eastern Europe

The opium-based drugs (including opium, heroin and morphine) 
seized in the region in 2012 amounted more than 15 tons (15,028.71 
kg); compared to 2011, the total quantity increased by 79%; heroin 
seizures significantly increased by 73% compared to 2011.
For the first time in the last 5 years, opium registered an increase 
while the seizures of morphine have continuously decreased 
starting 2007. Heroin represents 94% (14,137.48 kg) of total 
quantity of opiates; Turkey's seizures, in terms of quantity, represent 
94% of the heroin confiscated in the Southeast European region. 

Regarding the trafficking route of heroin coming from Afghanistan 
towards South Eastern and Western Europe, the main destination 
countries not being Member States are Italian Republic, Kosovo*, 
the Netherlands, Federal Republic of Germany, Republic of Austria, 
the territory of Republic of Turkey then all branches of the Balkan 
Route being used in the transit.
80% of total seized quantity was related to passenger cars, 8% to van, 7% to bus, 4% to truck; small amounts 
were transported by mail, air couriers and pedestrians. The most frequently used mode of concealment was 
“in transport”. 64 organized crime groups were dismantled consisting of 350 persons. 69% of the heroin 
offenders were drivers/co-drivers, while 31% were passengers. 21% of total heroin quantity resulted out of 
routine checks, 34% was based on risk analysis, 44% on intelligence and 1% on other reasons of control.

South America remains the main source of cocaine. The cocaine seized in 2012 amounts 828.83 kg, 4 liters 
and 60 capsules; the quantity decreased by 34% compared to 2011 and the cases registered a decrease by 
13% compared to previous year. 
Important amounts of cocaine (over 200 kg) were seized in Republic of Turkey and Hellenic Republic; 
quantities over 50 kg were seized in Republic of Bulgaria and Romania.
Cocaine seizures at the border crossing points represents 62% of the total quantity related to trans-border 
trafficking, while the cocaine seized inland represents 38%. 72% of total cocaine quantity resulted out of 
intelligence and  8% out of risk analysis. 
In 2012, Argentina and Venezuela appear to be departure points of large scale cocaine deliveries towards 
South Eastern Europe. Regarding destination countries from the region, the followings were mentioned: 
Hellenic Republic, Romania, Republic of Slovenia and Republic of Bulgaria. 
Almost 76% of cocaine quantities were related to maritime transport. Seven countries provided detailed 
information in the annual questionnaire about the citizenship of 119 persons involved in trans-border 
trafficking of cocaine. 37 organized crime groups consisting of 237 persons were dismantled; 15 members of 
the organized crime groups were reported as foreign citizens.

Cannabis remains the first ranked drug in terms of quantities seized. The total amount of cannabis 
confiscated during 2012 was more than 218 tons in 79,218 cases. Cannabis registered an increase by 103% 
comparing to previous year, while the number of cases increased by 16%. Out of the total amount of seized 
cannabis, 45,599.51 kg were indicated as directly related to trans-border trafficking.

27

*This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/1999 and ICJ Advisory opinion on the Kosovo 
declaration of independence.
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The amount of hashish seized in 2012 increased by 81%, from 24 tons to 43 tons. Substantial quantities of 
cannabis were seized from illegal plantations, as followings: 2,310.18 kg, 9,441 pieces, 79,301 plants. 59% of 
total quantity confiscated resulted out of intelligence, 25% out of risk analysis and 15% out of routine 
checks. 

Regarding the exploitation by the traffickers of South West branches of the Balkan Route - the routes 
Republic of Albania - Hellenic Republic and Republic of Albania – Italian Republic, as concluded also in 2011, 
remain the most exploited routes by the traffickers for herbal cannabis. The biggest amount of cannabis 
products were transported by trucks (i.e. 82% of the whole amount), while 13% was transported by 
passenger cars. 

Ten countries provided detailed information in the annual questionnaire about the citizenship of 1,216 
offenders involved in trans-border trafficking of cannabis. Nine countries provided detailed information  
about the citizenship of 1,522 offenders involved in cultivation of cannabis; 94% of the cannabis drug 
perpetrators were the drivers/co-drivers of the vehicles used for drugs transportation.
133 organized crime groups consisting of 677 persons were dismantled; 6% of the members of the organized 
crime groups were reported as foreign citizens.

The following quantities of synthetic drugs were seized in 2012: amphetamine (197.73 kg and 1,111 pills), 
ecstasy (374.27 kg and 2,982,411 pills), and methamphetamine (508.61 kg and 3,992 pills). In terms of 
seized amounts of amphetamine (both in kilograms and pills), there is a serious decline comparing to 2011. 
The quantity of ecstasy increased more than six times in terms of seized kilograms, and by 116% in terms of 
pills, mainly due to contribution made by Republic of Turkey. An increase of methamphetamine seizures 
(both number of cases and quantities) was registered; 3 amphetamine laboratories and 8 
methamphetamine laboratories were dismantled. 60% of the offenders were drivers of passenger cars, 
while 40% were passengers. In terms of quantity and seizures, ecstasy was transported mainly by car, bus 
and mail.

Joint Investigations

Total of 23 joint investigations were coordinated by SELEC under the umbrella of Anti-Drug Trafficking Task 
Force.

Joint investigation WALKER among the Police agencies from 
Republic of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republic of 
Croatia, Montenegro and Republic of Serbia targeting 
organized crime group dealing with trafficking of different 
types of drugs, mainly marijuana (skunk). Operation was 
initiated in December 2012. Two operational meetings were 
supported by SELEC. Operation Walker succeeded with the 
arrest of 48 persons and seizure of 376 kg of marijuana 
(skunk), 523 grams of heroin, 20 kg of explosives and large 
number of weapons and ammunitions.
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Joint investigation TIRANA among Romania, Federal 
Republic of Germany and Republic of Bulgaria (Customs and 
Police) was initiated in 2013, targeting organized crime 
group involved in trans-border trafficking of heroin from 
Republic of Turkey through Republic of Bulgaria to Romania 
and after that to Federal Republic of Germany. The group 
consisted of Romanian and Albanian citizens. The 
investigation started after a seizure of 5 kg of heroin made by 
the Bulgarian Customs in January 2013 in a car with German 
license plate and driven by Romanian citizens. During the 
investigation, the Romanian Anti-drug Unit managed to 

th
identify other members of the group. On 20  of April 2013 a 
“controlled delivery” operation was carried out between the Bulgarian and the Romanian authorities. As a 
result of the operation, 6 offenders were arrested and 25 kg of heroin were seized.
This joint investigation was awarded a first prize for the first semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual Awards 
Committee.

Joint investigation BONA LAMA was developed by Republic of Croatia, 
Hungary and Montenegro in 2013, targeting organized crime group dealing 
with drug trafficking. One operational meeting was supported by SELEC. 
The joint investigation resulted in the arrest of 3 persons in Hungary and 
seizure of 621 grams high purity cocaine (73%). 
During the house searches there were also seized more than 3,500 EUR and 
several mobile phones used by the members of the organized crime group.
This joint investigation was awarded a third prize for the second semester of 
2013 by SELEC Bi-annual Awards Committee.

Joint investigation LIRA was initiated in 2012 between Republic of Bulgaria and Republic of Serbia, targeting 
organized crime group consisting of Bulgarian and Serbian citizens involved in heroin trafficking from 
Republic of Turkey through Republic of Bulgaria and Republic 
of Serbia to Western Europe. One operational meeting was 
supported by SELEC. 
In March 2013 after coordinated measures, the Serbian Anti-
drug Unit arrested one of the main targets with 0.5 kg of 
heroin. At the end of June, 11 kg of heroin were seized and 2 
persons were arrested in Federal Republic of Germany. One 
lorry and one passenger car were also confiscated and more 
than 12 persons were investigated.
This joint investigation was awarded a second prize for the 
second semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual Awards 
Committee.



Established: September 2001
Coordinator: The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

Sub-groups: 
Credit Card Fraud (Romania)
Cyber Crime (Romania)
Money Laundering (Republic of Moldova)
Intellectual Property (Republic of Bulgaria)
Counterfeit Money (The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)
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10. Financial and Computer Crimes Task Force
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thth

A total of 293 requests and information were initiated 
among countries in the framework of the Financial and 
Computer Crimes Task Force; in 2013, SELEC organized or 
supported participation in 8 meetings and activities at 
international level.

Regional meeting on Cyber Crime and Credit Cards Fraud 
th thwas held on 8  – 9  of October 2013, in Ohrid, Former 

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia with 38 participants from 
SELEC Member States and partners (INTERPOL, SEEPAG, 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and 
United States of America) as well as from private sector 
(Cisco International, MasterCard, MK Bank Fraud Forum, 

International Cyber Investigation Training Academy and CaSys International). 
The main purpose of the meeting was to discuss about the new approaches for identifying and investigating 
cyber crime and credit cards fraud, as well as to make proposals for future development related to 
operational activities. 

Participants in this meeting emphasized the need for increased international cooperation among law 
enforcement authorities in countering cyber crime and credit card frauds. At the same time, it was 
highlighted the importance of developing the cooperation between public and private sectors in both 
preventing and combating this crime.
The important role of SELEC in increasing cooperation, supporting networking, information exchange and 
joint investigations was recognized by all participants, SELEC reiterating its support and encouraging the 
Member States’ law enforcement authorities to use more intensively this platform, examples of successful 
cases using SELEC channels being given in this respect.

Related to the involvement in activities carried out at international level, SELEC was represented at the 
Policing Cyberspace International Conference 2013 “Disrupting Cybercrime on the Evolving Landscape of 
Technological Advances: Investigative, Legal and Policy Considerations for Global, Private-Public 
Collaboration”, organized by Ukraine Ministry of Internal Affairs, U.S. Department of State, American Bar 
Association Rule of Law Initiative & the Society for the Policing of Cyberspace; Regional Workshop 
"Improving Mutual Legal Assistance Practices in Money Laundering Investigations and Asset 
Forfeiture/Recovery" organized by Regional Office for Central Asia of United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime in partnership with Organization for Democracy and Economic Development – GUAM; Third Regional 
Forum for SEE Countries organized by International Cyber Investigation Training Academy (ICITA), in 
cooperation with the Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC) Bulgaria Country Council and the Bulgarian 
State Agency for National Security.



Joint investigations 

A total number of 7 joint investigations were supported by SELEC under the umbrella of the Financial and 
Computer Crimes Task Force.

Joint investigation BRIGADE between Republic of Bulgaria and Republic of Turkey started in 2013, targeting 
organized crime group involved in skimming of credit cards and consisting mainly of Bulgarian and Turkish 
citizens. The modus operandi of the group was mounting skimming devices on ATMs in Republic of Turkey 
for preparing counterfeit cards and withdrawing money. 
One operational meeting was supported by SELEC. Three suspects were arrested during the investigation. 

Joint investigation TARGOVTSI (TRADERS) developed by Republic of Bulgaria and Republic of Turkey was 
initiated in 2013 addressing an organized crime group involved in skimming, preparation and usage of 
counterfeit credit cards. Regarding the modus operandi, the group used to mount skimming devices on 
ATMs in Republic of Turkey, prepare counterfeit cards and withdraw money in the same country. 
The case is a result of the information exchanged during the operational meeting carried out in May 2013 
and supported by SELEC. The case succeeded with the arrest of 3 suspects and seizure of skimming devices 
used for copying bank cards and electronic devices with information copied from the bank cards. 
This joint investigation was awarded a third prize for the second semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual 
Awards Committee.

Joint investigation VINKOR involving Republic of Serbia and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 
was initiated in 2013, targeting organized crime group dealing with credit cards fraud. The criminals set 
”skimmer devices” on ATMs type ”WINCOR” located in different cities of the Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia and succeeded to obtain data from 829 credit cards. The members of the organized crime 
group also used the falsified payment cards in different shops in Republic of Bulgaria, Republic of Serbia, 
Malaysia, Peru etc. They managed to perform 474 illegal transactions withdrawing 1,844,366.99 MKD 
(30,087 ЕUR) and 574 illegal transactions which were not authorized, in amount of 2,672,589.40 MKD 
(43,598 ЕUR). One operational meeting was supported by SELEC. 
The case succeeded with the arrest of 1 person and seizure of 4 skimmers, 1 device for preparing fake credit 
cards, 55 fake credit cards, 1 laptop used for making the counterfeit credit cards and equipment for making 
skimmers. 

Joint Investigation STUDENT started in 2012 between Republic of Bulgaria and the Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia, targeting organized crime group dealing with the preparation and usage of 
counterfeit official documents and distribution of falsified currency. 
Two operational meetings were supported by SELEC. The case succeeded with arrest of 9 persons, seizure 
of 21 fake banknotes of 100 EUR and dismantling of one workshop for manufacturing fake money in 
Republic of Bulgaria. 
This joint investigation was awarded a second prize for the first semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual Awards 
Committee.
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Established: 2002
Coordinator: Hungary

11. Stolen Vehicles Task Force
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A total of 106 requests and information were initiated among SELEC Member States and partners (countries 
and organizations) in the framework of the Stolen Vehicles Task Force.
In 2013, SELEC was involved in the coordination of 5 joint investigations and managed to organize or 
support participation in 7 meetings and activities at international level.

th thThe 10  meeting of the Stolen Vehicles Task Force was held on 10  of April 2013 in Bucharest, Romania and 
was attended by 51 participants from SELEC Member States, as well as from EUBAM, EUROPOL, French 
Republic, Italian Republic, International Association of Auto Theft Investigators European Branch (IAATI-
EB), GIE ARGOS (French Insurance Companies Group), Kingdom of Spain and Ukraine. 

The evaluation report of the regional Operation LEASE CAR was discussed and adopted during the meeting 
and a new regional Operation LEASE CAR II was proposed to be carried out in 2013 focusing on stolen (or 
otherwise misappropriated) vehicles smuggled from Western Europe through the SELEC Member States to 
countries of Near and Middle East (Syria, Iraq, Iran). 



Operation LEASE CAR

th thOperation LEASE CAR was carried out during 26  – 28  of 
September 2012. National authorities from 11 SELEC Member 
States were involved in the operation - Republic of Albania, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Republic of Bulgaria, Republic of Croatia, Former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, Hungary, Republic 
of Moldova, Romania, Republic of Serbia and Republic of Turkey, as 
well as EUBAM, as SELEC partner.

· Overall, there were at least 143,994 checked vehicles, 172,016 
checked persons and 129,119 checked documents.

· Related to vehicles, 53 positive hits were encountered in the ASF, 
a number of 34 hits in SIS and 76 in the national databases.

· A total number of 149 vehicles (including cars, motorcycles, 
trucks/lorries, busses/vans) were seized/detained during the 
Operation LEASE CAR; Additionally, one machinery was seized, raising the total number of seizures to 
150.

· The three most seized makes of vehicles were BMW (12% of the total brands), Volkswagen (11%), 
Mercedes (10%); BMW and Volkswagen were mostly seized in Republic of Bulgaria and Romania, while 
Mercedes in Republic of Albania.

· By far, highways represent the place where most of the seized vehicles were discovered (67% of the hits), 
followed by border crossings (6%), terrestrial transporters (6%) and scrap yards (5% of the hits).

· In relation to type of offence, theft places first (46% of total), followed by forged documents presented 
(11%) and vehicles with altered identification marks (9% of total).

· The most indicated country of offence from the Southeast Europe was Republic of Turkey (in 24% of 
cases), followed by Republic of Bulgaria (14%), Bosnia and Herzegovina (9%), Hungary (8%) and Romania 
(7%)

· Related to the most indicated country of offence from outside Southeast Europe, Italian Republic comes 
first (in 21% of total), followed by Federal Republic of Germany (7%) and Kingdom of Spain (3%).

· The reporting states indicated countries from outside the region as "countries of destination" in 36% of 
cases, and countries from the region in 64% of cases.

· In almost all cases, the reporting countries (as countries of seizure) were mentioned also as the 
destination countries for the stolen/misappropriated vehicles.

· Iraq was mentioned as destination country for one vehicle seized in Republic of Turkey.

· In almost all cases, the reported offenders were nationals/citizens of the reporting countries (as 
countries of seizure).

· The estimated value of the seized vehicles was 1,598,200 EUR. 
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Operation LEASE CAR II

Operation LEASE CAR II focused on combating illicit 
trafficking of vehicles acquired mostly (but not only) 
in Western Europe by means of committing criminal 
offences of various kinds on purpose to later have 
them legalized in SELEC Member States or via SELEC 
Member States in other countries of Europe and Asia, 
by taking into consideration that during the operation 
any SELEC Member State might also appear as a 
source country. 

th st
The operation was carried out during 29  – 31  of 
October 2013 with the participation of all SELEC 
Member States. EUBAM also participated as SELEC 
partner in order to support the operation by 
facilitating relevant checks through the Ukrainian authorities. GIE ARGOS (French Insurance Companies 
Group) deployed two teams during the operation, one in Hungary at the border with Ukraine, and one team 
in Republic of Moldova at the border with Romania. During the operation, a number of 64 requests/ 
information/ answers were exchanged among the participating parties, some of the requests referring to a 
large number of vehicles. 

As involvement in other international initiatives on combating stolen vehicles, SELEC was represented at 
the Meeting of the Task Force on Vehicle Crimes organized by EUBAM and Global Conference on Vehicle 
Crime organized by INTERPOL.

Joint investigations 

A total number of 5 joint investigations were supported by SELEC under the umbrella of Stolen Vehicles Task 
Force.

Joint case involving Republic of Bulgaria and French Republic was initiated in 2013, targeting organized 
crime group dealing with stolen vehicles. 

rd
On 23  of October 2013 SELEC received an urgent message from the French Police Attaché in Bucharest 
with a request for urgent actions to be organized with the competent Bulgarian authorities in order to 
locate and seize a stolen car on the territory of Republic of Bulgaria. Immediately, the information was 
transmitted to the competent Bulgarian Unit dealing with stolen vehicles. In less than one hour the car 
GOLF 7, of which French registration plate numbers were already replaced with German ones, was located 
and seized in Sofia. During the investigation it could be established that all the documents of the vehicle 
were falsified on the territory of Federal Republic of Germany. The procedure for returning the car to its 
lawful owner continued through SIS. 
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Established: February 2003
Coordinators: Republic of Albania and Republic of Croatia

12. Anti-Fraud and Anti-Smuggling Task Force

A total number of 567 requests and information were initiated among countries in the framework of Anti-
Fraud and Anti-Smuggling Task Force; in 2013, SELEC organized or supported participation in 11 meetings 
and activities at international level.

th th
The 13  meeting of Anti-Fraud and Anti-Smuggling Task Force was held on 6  of June 2013 in Bucharest, 
Romania at SELEC premises and was attended by 45 participants from SELEC Member States and partners 
(EUBAM, EUROPOL, French Republic, Japan Tobacco International, United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, United States of America and World Customs Organization).
The 2012 SEE Tobacco Products Smuggling Situation Report and a short overview on the results of Operation 
TROJAN HORSE III on counterfeit goods were presented at the meeting. Final operational plan for Operation 
BLACK PEARL III targeting illicit trade of petrol products was also discussed and adopted by the participants.
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nd rdThe Conference on Best Practices in Combating Illicit Trade of Tobacco Products was held on 22  – 23  of 
October 2013 in Opatija, Republic of Croatia, with financial support from Japan Tobacco International (JTI). 
Under the auspices of SELEC and JTI, over 50 prominent experts from SELEC Member States and partners 
(EUBAM, Federal Republic of Germany, JTI, the Netherlands and RILO ECE) gathered and joined forces in 
combating illicit trade of tobacco products. The event was hosted by the Croatian Customs Administration. 
The aim of the meeting was to get the general overview on the current situation in the field of cigarettes and 
cut tobacco smuggling in Southeast Europe. 
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Related to the involvement in activities carried out at international level, SELEC was represented at the 
INTERPOL Trafficking in Illicit Goods National Dimension Day, Regional Workshop and Operational 
Preparatory Meeting event funded by EU Commission and Meeting of the WCO Europe Region Heads of 
Customs Investigation and Intelligence Services organized by the State Customs Committee of Republic of 
Azerbaijan and the Customs Administration of the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.

2012 SEE Tobacco Products Smuggling Situation Report – Key findings

Ø The total amount of seized tobacco products in Southeast Europe in 2012 was nearly 4 billion pieces of 
cigarettes (3,870,935,933); 3,771,438 kg and 555 packets smoking tobacco and 46,231 kg raw tobacco, 
all together in 54,072 cases. 

..
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Ø Cigarettes represented 97% of the total number of the tobacco products seizures (52,201 cases), 3% 
being related to smoking tobacco (1,586 cases) and raw tobacco (285 cases).

Ø Comparing with 2011, the total quantity of seized cigarettes in Southeast Europe slightly increased with 
2% and the total number of cases increased by 54%.

Ø The total number of cigarettes seizures exceeding the threshold of 10,000 pieces in 2012 was 2,038 cases 
totalling 1,014,756,074 pieces while those below 10,000 pieces were 27,692 cases with 37,637,539 
pieces of cigarettes seized. Data revealed that vast majority of the cigarettes seizures in SEE region were 
of small quantities below 10,000 pieces. 

Ø The total smoking tobacco seized in SEE region during 2012 amounted 3,771,438 kg and 555 packets in 
1,586 cases. Comparing with 2011, it was observed substantial increase both in quantities and cases of 
smoking tobacco smuggling.

Ø The total quantity of raw tobacco seized in the SEE region during 2012 was of 46,231 kg in 285 cases. 
Comparing with 2011, the total amount of seized raw tobacco seriously increased with 125%. The total 
number of cases rose also with 79%

Ø In 2012, 46% of the tobacco products seizures took place at the border crossing points, 42% were 
detected inland and 12% at the green border.

Ø The biggest number of seizures were result of risk analysis (980 cases), followed by routine checks (976 
cases), intelligence (622 cases) and others (162 cases).

Ø In regards to the number of cases, tobacco products were mainly smuggled by road means of transport 
such as passenger cars, trucks/lorries and vans. 

Ø In terms of quantities seized, new trend was observed in 2012 by shifting from road to maritime 
transport. In 2012, 61% of the cigarettes seized were transported by maritime transport (29% in 2011) 
and 38% were related to road transport (57% in 2011).

Ø The most often used concealment method was in the construction of the vehicle, meaning that tobacco 
products were hidden either in construction hollows of the vehicles or inside specially built 
compartments. In 2012, it was observed more than three times increase of the amount of cigarettes 
concealed in the construction of the vehicles.

Ø Fruits and vegetables, household effects, furniture and construction materials were the most frequently 
used cover loads. 

Ø During 2012 the law enforcement authorities from SELEC Member States detected 279 different brands 
of cigarettes, the top three most frequently smuggled cigarette brands were: Marlboro, Jin Ling and 
Viceroy. 

Ø The authenticity of 76% of the total amount of seized cigarettes above 10,000 pieces was established.
Ø Bearing in mind that the South Eastern Europe is a transit region, it is unlikely to consider the Member 

States as final destination of the whole amount of seized cigarettes. The same principle applies to the 
departure countries.

Ø The total number of offenders involved in cigarettes smuggling increased two times - 24,323 persons in 
2012, while in 2011 were reported 12,035. 72% of the perpetrators reported were citizens of the 
countries in the SEE region, most of them arrested and investigated by their national authorities. 
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Regional Operations

Operation TROJAN HORSE III

Operation TROJAN HORSE III was initiated by Hungarian 
National Tax and Customs Administration and focused 
on shipments of commercial and non-commercial 
nature (including small consignments) transported by 
air or mail, including express mail couriers, as well as 
commercial consignments arriving by sea. The 

th nd 
operation was carried out between 11 – 22 of March 
2013. 

WCO CENComm was used as a communication platform 
for data exchange. 

Ø A total of 198 cases were reported to the CENComm 
database during the Operation TROJAN HORSE III, out of which 146 cases (222 seizures) met the 
Operational Plan assumptions and were analyzed.

Ø The above cases helped thwart attempts to enter 632,996 pieces, 4 cartons and 1,259 kg of goods 
infringing Intellectual Property Rights (IPR).

Ø All 12 SELEC Member States participated in the Operation TROJAN HORSE III. The operation was joined 
also by Czech Republic, Slovakia, United States of America, Ukraine and EUBAM.

Ø Besides seizures of IPR infringing goods, other goods were seized as well. These included cigarettes, 
goods related to tax and duty evasion and other restrictions and prohibitions.

Ø Nearly 50% of all goods infringing IPR were detected at post offices or at airports.
Ø Textiles and textile articles were the most frequently detected counterfeit goods.
Ø Throughout the operation, the Louis Vuitton brand was the most frequently counterfeit one.
Ø In 43 cases the car  were used as the means of conveyance, while in 42 cases the goods were transported 

by mail. 
Ø During the operation, 25 pre-arrival messages and 25 feedback messages were reported.
Ø Exchange of information using the CENComm communication platform confirmed its usefulness and 

assistance in the implementation of various projects and operations.
Ø The Operation TROJAN HORSE III confirmed the existing trends regarding IPR infringing goods and 

brought tangible results.
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Operation BLACK PEARL III

Operation BLACK PEARL III targeting illegal trade of petrol and 
petrol products in Southeast European region was carried out 

th thduring 13  – 20  of November 2013. The aims of the operation were 
to prevent smuggling of petrol and petrol products, to give 
countries the opportunity to focus on criminal networks which are 
dealing with petrol and petrol products, to try to create uniform 
modus operandi in detecting and investigating petrol and petrol 
products smuggling among the countries and to improve the 
communication channels among SELEC members. 
Member States participated in the operation and also two partners 
- Ukraine and United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
During the operation there were exchanged 134 messages related to 63 warning messages and 71 feedback 
messages and additional information.

Joint investigations
 
A total number of 8 joint investigations/ operations were supported by SELEC under the umbrella of Anti-
Fraud and Anti-Smuggling Task Force.

Joint investigation BOS among Police and Customs agencies from Bosnia and Herzegovina, NTCA of 
Hungary and Turkish Police was initiated in December 2012. The investigation targets organized crime group 
dealing with customs frauds, tax evasion, money laundering and smuggling. A criminal group was involved 
in the organized import of textiles and other goods (mostly of Chinese origin) from Hungary and Republic of 
Turkey into Bosnia and Herzegovina. For the mentioned goods, the fictitious exporters from Hungary and 
Republic of Turkey made invoices with decreased value of the goods thus enabling the importer to Bosnia 
and Herzegovina to pay significantly lower import duties. 
Two operational meetings were supported by SELEC. Case succeeded with the arrest of 9 persons in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (some of them being employees of the public administration), including the leader of the 
organized crime group. Following the investigation there were also seized big amounts of money in cash, 
business documents and other evidences to be used in trial. The estimated budget loss for Bosnia and 
Herzegovina during 6 months period was of approximately 1.75 million EUR.
This joint investigation was awarded a third prize for the second semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual 
Awards Committee.

Joint investigation between Republic of Albania and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia was 
initiated in 2012, targeting organized crime group dealing with smuggling livestock. One operational 
meeting was supported by SELEC. 
The case succeeded with criminal charges pressed against 32 persons and seizure of 90,930 USD, 1,390 CHF, 
323,445 EUR, 762,500 MKD, 2 forged banknotes of 20 EUR, 8 motor vehicles (5 trucks and 3 cars), 66 mobile 
phones, 68 SIM Cards, 37 holders for SIM Cards, 4 fire arms, 135 bullets, 2 live animals, 114 livestock 
passports, 4 ear marks, 55 medical cartons for livestock, 1 pliers for ears, 14 pieces notebooks for evidence, 
19 paper for evidence, 7 delivery notes, 1 passport etc. 
This joint investigation was awarded a third prize for the second semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual 
Awards Committee.

All SELEC 
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Joint investigation LA PIOVRA DEL PATRON was a case in 
the field of cigarettes illegal production and smuggling, 
money laundering, brand piracy, fraud and support for 
organized criminal activities, initiated in December 2011 
and involving Romania and Republic of Moldova.
The case was investigated more than two years. 
International cooperation was made with SELEC support, 
including three operational meetings and exchanges of 
information made through liaison officers.
The case succeeded with the arrest of 38 persons in both 
countries, detection and seizure of 1 clandestine factory 
for production of non-filter cigarettes, 1 clandestine 
cigarettes packing line, 1 improvised installation for alcohol 
beverages counterfeiting, 382,129 packs of counterfeit 
cigarettes, 13,911 kg cut tobacco, 2,334,200 paper blanks 
for „Plugarul“ cigarettes brand packs, 2,841,000 MD fiscal 
stamps, different raw materials for clandestine process of 
cigarettes manufacturing, 14 vehicles, 110,000 EUR cash, 
800 liters counterfeit alcohol, fire weapons, side arms and 
ammunition, 200 computing systems and memory 
devices, 118 mobile phones, 52 SIM cards, 4 photo 
cameras, 2 video cameras, 3 memory devices for 
surveillance cameras, 6 collection watches, 10 grams of cannabis. Estimated value of seizures is 3.5 million 
EUR and the estimated budget loss for Romania was 4 million EUR. 
This joint investigation was awarded a first prize for the second semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual Awards 
Committee.
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Established: February 2003
Coordinator: Republic of Turkey

Sub-groups: 
Trafficking in Small Arms and Light Weapons (Republic of Albania) 
Trafficking in Weapons of Mass Destruction (Romania)
Terrorist Groups (Republic of Turkey)

13. Anti-Terrorism Task Force
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A total number of 36 requests and information were initiated among countries in the framework of the Anti-
Terrorism Task Force; in 2013, SELEC organized or supported participation in 6 meetings and activities at 
international level.

th
The 4  workshop having the topic "Links between 
terrorism and organized crime", jointly organized by UN 
Counter Terrorism Executive Directorate, SELEC, Turkish 
National Police, Regional Cooperation Council and 
RACVIAC - Centre for Security Cooperation, was held on 

th th4 –5  of November 2013, in Antalya, Republic of Turkey. 
The workshop focused on regional trends regarding the 
links between terrorism and organized crime and 
encouraged the exchange of good practices and 
challenges, with the overall goal of enhancing regional 
counter-terrorism cooperation. 
Participants were requested to present their respective organizations' experiences and challenges in 
addressing the links between terrorism and organized crime, both domestically and in cooperation with 
regional and international bodies. The workshop was a good occasion to share good practices, success 
stories and lessons learned, as well as to propose recommendations for the future. 
The topics addressed by the workshop were: understanding the risk; terrorism and trafficking of people; 
terrorism and trafficking of drugs, arms and stolen or illicit goods; the links between terrorism and 
identification-document forgery; the use of organized crime for terrorism financing purposes; information 
and communication technology, organized crime and terrorism; national, regional and international 
cooperation in addressing terrorism and organized crime; challenges and the way forward. 

MANPADS (Man-portable Air Defense Systems) Briefing was organized by SELEC and US Embassy in 
th

Bucharest, being hosted by SELEC on 15  of February 2013. The MANPADS Briefing consisted in 
presentations delivered by US MANPADS Task Force representatives to the Liaison Officers in SELEC and also 
to representatives of the Romanian law enforcement institutions, on the topic of regional security and 
advanced conventional weapons. 

Related to the involvement in activities carried out at international level, SELEC was represented at: UN 
Counter-Terrorism Centre (UNCCT) International Conference to Promote Counter-Terrorism Collaboration 

ndbetween National, Regional and International Centers and Initiatives in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; 2  Regional 
Workshop on International Joint Investigations, organized by UN Counter Terrorism Executive Directorate 
(UN CTED) and Southeast Asia Regional Centre for Counter-Terrorism (SEARCCT) in Langkawi, Malaysia; 
Comprehensive visit to the Republic of Serbia in order to monitor the implementation of Security Council 
Resolution 1373 (2001) of the Counter-Terrorism Committee within the UN.
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Established: November 2005
Coordinator: Hellenic Republic

14. Container Security Task Force
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In the framework of the  2 requests and information were initiated among 
countries. 

th
The 7  meeting of the Container Security Task Force was 

thheld on 25  of April 2013 in Bucharest, Romania, 
organized and supported by SELEC with the 
participation of 46 representatives from SELEC Member 
States, as well as from EUBAM, INTERPOL, the 
Netherlands, WCO/RILO ECE, Ukraine and United States 
of America.
The 2012 Assessment on Container Security, the 
Evaluation Report of Operation GREEN PANDORA and 
Evaluation Report of Project JANUS were presented 
during the meeting.

Assessment on Container Security

·  The maritime shipments were considered as the most important for container traffic in SELEC region (for  
50% of the container traffic), followed by inland consignments (25%), while both types of the containers 
were mentioned as equally significant for other countries (25%).

·  The demand for imported goods, the financial growth, the demand of exported goods and the number of 
the transshipped containers were considered as key factors for the growth of the annual flow of 
containers in Southeast European region. At the same time, the financial recession, the decreased 
demand of goods and the opening of profitable markets and financial opportunities in other countries 
were mentioned as main factors for decreasing the annual flow of containers in the region. 

·  Generally the number of imported/exported/transshipped containers in the region had increasing trend 
in 2011 comparing with 2010. 

· During the last two years, countries took additional measures to detect illegal freights in containers 
mainly through acquiring sniffer dogs (25%), trainings of the personnel (24%) and gaining other portable 
devices and intrusive equipment (18%).

· Eight SELEC Member States reported implementation of new regulations influencing the security 
measures ensuring the flow of container traffic.

· The most important common container security objectives for the countries in the region are: 
strengthening capabilities to detect and seize illicit container shipment and having better access and 
more precise shipping information.

· The main drivers for sharing risk based data facilitating the container risk management system in 
Southeast Europe are: efficient customs personnel handling the risk management process, good 
leadership, coordination and international cooperation facilitating intelligence sharing.

· Counterfeit goods, followed by cigarettes and drugs/precursors, were mentioned as the highest risk illicit 
goods concealed in containers for 2010 and 2011 in Southeast Europe. 

·  Asia and South America appeared as the high risk origin areas posing threats to the container security of 
the countries in the region.

·  SELEC Member States considered that future interaction should be developed and enhanced constantly 
with some strategic SELEC partners such as WCO, INTERPOL, UNODC, EUROPOL and CARICC.

Container Security Task Force
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Operation GREEN PANDORA

· All SELEC Member States participated in the 
Operation GREEN PANDORA. 

· During the pre-operational phase, a total of 455 
containers were checked on the territories of nine 
countries, out of which 313 were physically 
inspected, 173 were pre-screening checks and for 8 
there were other type of checks. 

· Six countries sent in total 22 pre-arrival warning 
massages on suspicious shipments to destination 
and transit countries during the operational phase. 
Moreover, 11 pieces of additional information were 
exchanged in relation with the warning messages 
and 2 eco messages were sent. 

· The highest numbers of records mentioned in pre-
arrival messages were on shipments preselected at the ports representing 91% of the exchanged 
warning messages. 

· The total number of feedback messages was 16 and only one recorded a positive result. 
· During the operation, 32 cases were recorded in CEN COMM2 system and National Evaluation Reports 

by 8 SELEC members. 
· Within these cases different commodities were seized, a total of: 543 pieces violating CITES, 40 liters 

3 hazardous material, 9 m timber, 177,699 pieces of different counterfeit goods, 21,089 pieces of 
medicines, 324,920 pieces of cigarettes, 8 pieces of weapons/accessories, 13,492 kg diapers, 42,520 kg 
shelled nuts, 30 dental implants, 12 kg caviar, 0.319 kg MDMA and 0.011 kg cocaine were detected.

· Seizures were mainly made as a result of routine checks, followed by random checks while 
intelligence/investigation check was conducted only in one case. On the other hand routine checks 
were carried out mainly in relation to land boundary and inland seizures.  

· Vehicles (passenger cars and trucks) were the main modes of transport used for smuggling different 
types of commodities during the operation. 

· As the first operation in the history of the SECI Center/SELEC involving inter-task force cooperation, 
GREEN PANDORA achieved positive results which could be considered in the planning of the future 
operational activities of SELEC. 

· The results of the operation confirmed the essential role of SELEC in improving the international 
cooperation and building the capacity among its Member States. 
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Project JANUS

Project JANUS on inbound/outbound shipments was 
th th

organized during 25  – 27  of September 2012, in Rijeka, 
Republic of Croatia, with the Support of US Department 
of Energy, International Nonproliferation Export Control 
Program, and technical assistance of the Tax and 
Customs Administration of the Netherlands. The project 
consisted in two phases training and practical exercise.
 
Representatives from Republic of Bulgaria, Republic of 
Croatia, Hellenic Republic, Romania and Republic of 
Slovenia took part in training session in Rijeka, the main 
ports of these countries being also involved during the 
practical exercise. 

During the practical exercise, the participants were 
grouped in four Operational Coordination Units, 
multinational teams which analyzed pre-arrival/pre-departure risk information and exchanged information 
among them and with the participating ports involved. The outcome of the pre-arrival/pre-departure cargo 
manifests analysis emphasized the professionalism of the participants in the practical exercise and the 
importance of the international cooperation.

The participants focused their attention on the selected suspicious containers on different databases in 
order to verify the liability of the data. The participants in the Operational Coordination Units were in 
permanent contact with the colleagues from their respective ports requesting or providing information in 
real time, this giving the opportunity for both making a proper risk analysis and identifying possible threats 
and suspicious shipments.
The participants benefited from the networking and the expertise of the specialists from USDoE/INECP and 
Dutch Customs to learn best practices in targeting and identifying dual use commodities, EU Dual Use 
regulation, open sources data bases etc. 

Taking into consideration the strategic geographic position of Southeast Europe and the importance of the 
container security in the region, it was recommended that Container Security Task Force, in cooperation 
with SELEC strategic partners such as USDoE/INECP and Dutch Customs, to continue to put efforts in 
upgrading the knowledge of the customs personnel through organizing practical exercises, 
workshops/seminars and region wide operations.
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Established: June 2009
Coordinator: Hungary

Sub-group: 
Crimes against Cultural Heritage Goods
(The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)

A total number of 40 requests and information were initiated among countries in the framework of the 
Environment and Nature Related Crimes Task Force; in 2013 SELEC organized or supported 
participation in 1 regional operation and 2 international meetings.

rd th
The 3  meeting of the Environment and Nature Related Crimes Task Force was held on 24  of April 2013 
at the SELEC premises in Bucharest, Romania with the participation of 43 representatives from SELEC 
Member States and from Kingdom of Belgium, EUBAM, INTERPOL, WCO/RILO ECE, Ukraine and United 
States of America. The Evaluation Report of the Regional Operation ORION was presented. 

15. Environment and Nature Related Crimes  
       Task Force 

 

Joint investigations 

One joint investigation was supported by SELEC under the umbrella of the Crimes against Cultural 
Heritage Goods Sub-group.

Joint investigation VIA DIAGONALIS between Republic of Bulgaria and Republic of Serbia was initiated 
in 2012, targeting organized crime group dealing with acquiring and trafficking objects of high cultural 
and historical importance. The objects were acquired on the territory of Republic of Bulgaria, 
transported through Republic of Serbia and after sold in Paris, French Republic. The law enforcement 
authorities of the cooperating states succeeded with the arrest of 3 persons, identification of 10 
members of the organized crime group, and seizure of 2 passenger cars. The total amount of the 
recovered goods with cultural and archeological value was estimated to 1,000,000 EUR. One 
operational meeting was supported by SELEC. 
This joint investigation was awarded a first prize for the second semester of 2013 by SELEC Bi-annual 
Awards Committee.
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Regional Operation ORION

th th
The operation was carried out during 10 -17  of December 2012 with the participation of law 
enforcement agencies from 10 SELEC Member States (Republic of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Republic of Bulgaria, Republic of Croatia, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Hungary, Republic of 
Moldova, Montenegro, Romania and Republic of Serbia).
A total of 38,361 inspections were carried out on the territories of 7 countries during the operation. The 
highest number of inspections was made in Hungary representing 89% of all checks, followed by Bosnia 
and Herzegovina with 5%.
During Operation ORION, 5 cases were registered by Republic of Albania and Republic of Serbia, and a 
total number of 12 pheasants, 2 grouses and 2 wild pigeons were seized. Republic of Albania and 
Hungary reported in total 2 administrative fines imposed, 2 persons arrested and 2 administrative 
procedures initiated.
Having in mind the results of Operation ORION, it was considered reasonable other similar operations 
to be conducted in the future based on a revised and completed list of risk indicators by paying more 
attention to the fulfillment of the goals and objectives of operational plans.

Regional Operation ORION II

The Operation ORION II primarily focused on joint 
and coordinated measures of the law enforcement 
agencies and all the other competent authorities 
of the participating Member States against 
perpetrators and abettors committing illegal 
hunting. An additional purpose was to carry out 
criminal investigations, administrative procedures 
or infringement procedures against the offenders.  
During the operation, the Customs, Police and 
Border Police enforcement agencies had to turn 
their attention on the one hand to the hunting 
companies, hunting grounds preferred by foreign 
hunters, as well as border-crossings and on the 
other hand to known hunting places frequented by 
local poachers. 

th th th thThe Operation ORION II was carried out in two phases during 4 -7  of October and 8 -11  of November 
2013 with the participation of 10 Member States (Republic of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Republic of Bulgaria, Republic of Croatia, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Hungary, Republic of 
Moldova, Montenegro, Romania and Republic of Serbia).

Related to the involvement in activities carried out at international level, SELEC was represented at the 
Regional Conference on the “Role of the Customs in Protection of the Cultural Heritage” organized by 
the State Customs Committee of Republic of Azerbaijan and the Customs Administration of the Former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
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16. Operational Planning, Analysis and Reporting
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1. 
2. 

4. 

5.
6. 
7. 
8.
9.

2012 Operational Activity Report (part of the 2012 Annual Activity Report)
First Semester 2013 Operational Activity Report

3. Annual Action Plan for 2014

The Common Threat Assessment on Organized Crime for South East European 
Region (OCTA-SEE 2012)

2012 Report on Human Trafficking and Smuggling of Migrants in SEE
2012 Report on drug seizures in SEE 
2012 Report on Tobacco Products Smuggling in SEE
2012 Assessment on Container Security
Report on the current situation on the field of Undercover Officers and 

Informants
10. 2010 – 2012 Statistical Report on Vehicle Crime in SEE

11. Project Plan of Operation ANTS on cigarettes smuggling – in cooperation with 
Croatian Customs
12. Operational Plan of Operation LEASE CAR II on  illicit  trafficking  of vehicles - 
together with Hungarian Police
13. Operational  Plan of Operation ORION II on  preventing hunting of protected 
species - in common with Hungarian Police
14. Operational Plan for Operation MIRAGE 2013 on migrants smuggling –  in 
cooperation with Romanian Police

15. Evaluation Report of Operation ORION on preventing hunting of protected and 
endangered birds
16. Evaluation  Report  of  Operation  HERMET  targeting  heroin  and 
methamphetamine trafficking
17. Assessment  on  Questionnaires  of  Operation AVALANCHE  on false 
declaration of value and origin of goods
18. Evaluation Report of Project JANUS on incoming and outgoing high risk 
consignments
19. Evaluation    Report    of    Operation   GREEN PANDORA    on    suspicious 
container   consignments/ transshipments
20. Evaluation Report of Operation LEASE CAR on illicit trafficking of vehicles
21. Evaluation Report on Operation TROJAN HORSE III on counterfeit goods 
(prepared by RILO ECE)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Evaluation Reports
 on Regional
 Operations

Operational Plans
 on Regional
 Operations

Situation Reports

Strategic Reports

General Plans and 
Reports

OPERATIONAL PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

The following 21 operational plans and reports were developed along 2013:
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17. Regional Projects

Common Threat Assessment on Organized Crime for South East European 
Region (OCTA-SEE 2012)

The OCTA-SEE aims to represent an instrument for decision makers 
at regional level in setting up common strategies in combating 
organized crime. At national level, the OCTA-SEE can serve for 
setting up integrated strategies that involve national law 
enforcement authorities with direct responsibilities in combating 
organized crime, or other authorities whose tasks are to a larger 
extent linked to combating organized crime.

Along the OCTA-SEE 2012 process, SELEC Analytical Unit prepared 
the draft OCTA-SEE 2012 that was submitted for approval and 

ndadopted at the 2  Expert Meeting on OCTA-SEE 2012, organized on 
th27  of June 2013 at SELEC Headquarters in Bucharest. 

nd
The 2  Expert Meeting was attended by representatives from all 
SELEC Member States and took place before dissemination for the 
common agreement on the final form. The enlargement of 
dissemination was agreed also to SELEC's international partners: 
UNODC, International Criminal Police Organization - INTERPOL, WCO and EUROPOL.

Based on OCTA-SEE 2012 and considering the proposals from Member States, SELEC prepared the 
recommendations and identified priorities for increasing the efficiency in combating organized crime and 
disseminated them to all its Member States on October 2013.  

Victims of Child Trafficking - Our Responsibility – VICTOR Project

The Southeast European Law Enforcement Center (SELEC) is an associate partner in VICTOR Project.
The other partners in the project are public authorities from Republic of Bulgaria, Hellenic Republic and 
Romania, as well as non-governmental organizations from Republic of Bulgaria, Hellenic Republic, Hungary, 
Republic of Moldova, Romania, Republic of Slovenia and Ukraine. 
 
Bringing together a wide range of active and well established national and international organizations 
working in the field of child trafficking in Southeast Europe, VICTOR Project is expected to foster the 
transnational cooperation in the region and contribute to the fight against trafficking in children. 

The VICTOR Project will have duration of 21 months (2013-2015) being funded by the DG Home Affairs 
"Prevention and Fight against Crime Action Grants 2012” Programme of the European Commission. 
The project will include trainings, workshops and raising awareness campaigns. 

 



18. International Cooperation

ITALIAN REPUBLIC 

At the end of 2013 
the state being granted the status of the first Operational Partner of SELEC, through a decision of the SELEC 
Council.

At the ceremony of signing the Cooperation Agreement, SELEC was represented by Mr. Gürbüz Bahadir, 
Director General, while the Italian Republic was represented by Mr. Alessandro Pansa, Chief of Italian Police. 
The purpose of this Agreement is to strengthen cooperation between SELEC and the Italian Republic in 
preventing and combating all forms of transnational organized crime in the region.

the negotiations of the Cooperation Agreement with the Italian Republic were finalized, 
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WORLD CUSTOMS ORGANIZATION (WCO)

th
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed on 28  of May 2013, with the aim to ensure the legal base for 
the further development of the cooperation between SELEC and WCO, which has the status of Observer to 
SELEC, mainly related to customs related crimes.

According to the signed document, SELEC and WCO agreed to exchange strategic information and 
information at institutional level on developments in any of their fields and projects that are of mutual 
interest.

Both organizations will join their efforts to achieve the best use of all available information relevant to 
international crime, with the purpose to renew and enhance the positive dialogue and cooperation which 
already exist between SELEC and WCO.

RACVIAC - CENTRE FOR SECURITY COOPERATION

th
The purpose of the Memorandum of Understanding signed on 27  of February 2013 between SELEC and 
RACVIAC is to establish and enhance the cooperation between the two organizations in order to combat 
trans-border crime and to prevent the threats to public order and security in the Southeast European 
region.

RACVIAC's role is to foster dialogue and cooperation on security matters in Southeast Europe through a 
partnership between the countries of the region and their international partners.
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JAPAN TOBACCO INTERNATIONAL (JTI)

nd
The Letter of Intent concluded on 2  of July 2013 represents the base for the working partnership between 
SELEC and JTI recognizing the importance of this collaboration for a more effective protection of the 
legitimate trade in tobacco products in order to foster a stable and transparent tobacco market in Southeast 
European region.

By this Letter of Intent, JTI will provide relevant information to SELEC, as well as make reasonable financial 
efforts for training activities  of  law enforcement officers from SELEC Member States.

MEMBERSHIP AND ADMISSION TO SELEC

In accordance with the new Convention, SELEC is open for admission to any State which has a particular 
interest in law enforcement cooperation in the Southeast European Region and which applies for 
membership, agrees with the objective and tasks of SELEC and satisfies criteria established by the 
Council.

PARTNERS

Operational Partner status in SELEC is open upon request to any State or international organization or 
body that expresses its readiness to cooperate with SELEC, agrees to provide support to SELEC, and 
concludes a cooperation agreement with SELEC. 
The cooperation agreement contains, inter alia, appropriate regulations on personal data protection, 
security measures, financial relations, and settlement of disputes between the SELEC and the 
Operational Partner.
The Operational Partners have the right to participate in operational activities and exchange personal 
data or information.

Observer status in SELEC is open upon request to any State or international organization or body that 
expresses its readiness to cooperate with and to make a contribution to SELEC. Observer status gives the 
opportunity to receive strategic information and participate in SELEC's different meetings, trainings and 
seminars. 

SELEC Partners may post, at their cost, representatives at the Headquarters of SELEC for the purpose of 
cooperation with the Center. 

SELEC'S RELATIONS WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT 
ORGANIZATIONS AND BODIES

SELEC is committed to further develop mutually beneficial relationships with European and other 
international law enforcement organizations and bodies, in order to enhance the fight against trans-
border criminality, through an efficient law enforcement cooperation.



19. SEEPAG
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SOUTHEAST EUROPEAN PROSECUTORS ADVISORY GROUP (SEEPAG)

The mission of the Southeast European Prosecutors Advisory Group (SEEPAG), 
a judicial mechanism for international cooperation, is to facilitate and speed 
up the cooperation in serious trans-border crime investigations and cases.

SEEPAG functions under SELEC's auspices having the same Member States, 
namely: Republic of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republic of Bulgaria, 
Republic of Croatia, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Hellenic 
Republic, Hungary, Republic of Moldova, Montenegro, Romania, Republic of 

Serbia and Republic of Turkey.

SEEPAG was constituted in 2003 by the Declaration of the prosecutor representatives of the first meeting of 
the Southeast European Prosecutor Advisory Group, being formed by one representative from each 
Member State, a well known prosecutor or judge.

In 2013, under the Greek Chairmanship, among other activities, the SEEPAG Members had two meetings in 
order to discuss the legislation, practical issues and cases related to smuggling of migrants in the frame of 
organized crime, and about the new trends in the crimes of terrorism, having in view the current global 
changes.
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 IT IS OPERATIONAL

IT IS COMPLEMENTARY

IT IS BASED ON MUTUAL TRUST

IT IS EFFICIENT

 IT IS OPERATIONAL

IT IS COMPLEMENTARY

IT IS BASED ON MUTUAL TRUST

IT IS EFFICIENT

ü By linking together experienced prosecutors and judges, SEEPAG seeks to fill in a critical gap in the region 
by promoting the timely exchange of necesary information and evidence, whether through the proper 
execution of mutual legal assistance requests, or through more informal channels of communication.

ü The work of the SEEPAG Members complements the activities of the national competent authorities, by 
facilitating and speeding up the issuance and execution of judicial assistance. 

ü The formal and informal cooperation among its Members is largely based on the personal contacts 
developed over time, relationships which also foster collaboration between experienced prosecutors and 
judges.

ü SEEPAG enhances cooperation and coordination between national investigating and prosecuting 
authorities thereby improving the effectiveness of all law enforcement agencies in addressing trans-border 
crime. This close cooperation achieves a swifter outcome for those facing criminal charges.
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During the SEEPAG Conferences, practical, legal and judicial issues are tackled, among the latest topics 
discussed being:

ü The relation between the Prosecution Offices and the Media;
ü Criminal associations, types of organized crime groups, cases processed in the SEEPAG countries, and 

problems that arise in practical work;
ü Investigating and prosecuting crimes of money laundering;
ü Investigating and prosecuting cybercrime;
ü The exchange of classified information in mutual legal assistance;
ü SEEPAG member's practices in identification, tracing, freezing and confiscation of criminal assets;
ü Mutual legal assistance in the SEEPAG countries.

Detailed information about SEEPAG is available on the SEEPAG webpage: www.seepag.info
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IT HAS NO HIERARCHY

COMMUNICATION AND COOPERATION ARE ALSO INFORMAL

IT HAS NO HIERARCHY

COMMUNICATION AND COOPERATION ARE ALSO INFORMAL

ü SEEPAG's organizational structure is quite simple and practical; it possesses a horizontal character with no 
hierarchical components.
ü SEEPAG Members' primary function is to ensure the necessary coordination at the national level.
ü The Chairmanship of SEEPAG rotates in alphabetical order of the Member States and it is for a term of 1 
year. The rotating chairmanship is offering the opportunity for all Member States to give their input and 
further refine and develop the SEEPAG network. 
ü SEEPAG's Secretariat and budget are managed by SELEC, the Secretariat being based at SELEC's 
Headquarters. 

ü The requests for assistance are exchanged directly between the Prosecution Offices, through SEEPAG 
contact points.
ü The communication is also supported by SELEC's secure channels and the forum of SEEPAG's website.
ü SEEPAG offers increased quality and speed in addressing trans-border cases.
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Southeast European Law Enforcement Center
thParliament Palace, 10  floor, 1-5, 13 Septembrie Avenue, 050711 Bucharest, ROMANIA

Phone: (+4021) 303.60.09; Fax: (+4021) 303.60.77

e-mail: secretariat@selec.org
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